




Welcome to O’Briens Craft Club

In this month’s Craft Club selection we have a mix of some light refreshing beer styles and some

Hop forward beauties.

We explore some single-hop thirst quenchers and some modern twists on classic beers styles.

Including breweries such as, Mikkeller, Omnipollo, Third Barrel, Wicklow Wolf and a pair from

Thornbridge Brewing in the UK

We hope you enjoy this month’s selection. Feel free to tell me what you think and if there is any

style or region you would like to see featured in future boxes– email me at

memberclub@obrienswine.ie

Sláinte
Kieran Brennan

#OBCraftClub

Wine.ie

mailto:memberclub@obrienswine.ie


A crisp and fruit forward extra pale ale 
hopped with 15g/l of Nelson Sauvin and 
Strata hops giving a wave of tropical fruit, 
citrus and dank aromas with a touch of white 
grape, more tropical fruit and grapefruit on 
the palate for good measure. Extra pale and 
extra slammable.

Style: Extra Pale Ale

Alcohol by Volume: 4.8%

Brewed in: Bluebell, Dublin

Serving Temperature: 5°C - 7°C

Serving Glass: Schooner

Food Match: Veggie Curry

NOTES

Name: Some Dance to Remember



This unique, light and refreshing Raspberry 
Berliner Weisse pours an eye-catching ruby red 
in the glass, with big aromas of raspberry jam 
and wheat along with notes of minerality and 
funk. Flavors of raspberry with contrasting 
tartness and sweetness, and a low bitterness

Style: Berliner Weisse

Alcohol by Volume: 3.7%

Brewed in: Copenhagen, Denmark

Serving Temperature: 4°C - 6°C

Serving Glass: Stemmed Tulip

Food Match: Seafood

NOTES

Name: Ich Bin Raspberry



Style: Hopfenweisse

Alcohol by Volume: 6.3%

Brewed in: Newtown Mount Kennedy, Co. 
Wiclow

Serving Temperature: 7°C -9°C

Serving Glass: Weissbier

Food Match: Grilled Burgers

A modern twist on the classic German 
Hefeweizen – this Hopfenweisse is dry 
hopped with fruit forward hops such as Citra, 
Talus & Idaho 7. The result is very fruit 
forward on the nose with tons of citrus and 
tropical fruit, developing into the classic 
banana and spice over time. All built on a 
pillowy, malt & wheat base with plenty of 
mouth feel and a touch of bitterness.

NOTES

NOTES

Name: Heff Bezos



Omnipollo’s house IPA. A blend of grains, 
untouched post fermentation and aspiringly 
hopped with Simcoe, Citra and Centennial. 
The nose is generously hopped with citrus, 
mango and lemon scents. On the palate its 
crisp and clean with grapefruit, orange zest, 
peach and citron flavours giving on to a 
pleasingly bitter, dry finish.

NOTES

Style: IPA 

Alcohol by Volume: 6.2%

Brewed in: Stockholm, Sweden

Serving Temperature: 7°C -8°C

Serving Glass: Stemmed Tulip

Food Match: Spicy Pasta Dishes

NOTES

Name: Zodiak



Style: Single Hop Pale Ale

Alcohol by Volume: 5.5%

Brewed in: Bakewell, England

Serving Temperature: 6°C - 8°C

Serving Glass: Schooner

Food Match: Fish Tacos

Quiet Storm is a unique series of single hop 
beers showcasing.some of your favourite hop 
varieties. Nelson Sauvin is a hugely popular 
hop, famous for imparting its stunningly 
distinctive flavour profile to any beer and one 
which really suits the double dry hopping 
process. It brings notes of passionfruit and 
crushed grapes with a defining gooseberry 
character reminiscent of New Zealand 
Sauvignon Blanc.

NOTES

NOTES

Name: Quiet Storm



Style: West Coast IPA

Alcohol by Volume: 7.0%

Brewed in: Bakewell, England

Serving Temperature: 7°C – 9°C

Serving Glass: Teku

Food Match: Pulled Pork  / Jackfruit

This West Coast IPA brewed in collab with 
Brew York opens with a tantalising bouquet of 
grapefruit and mango, followed by lemon and 
stone fruit across the palate. The mouthfeel is 
well rounded with a classic bitter west coast 
finish

NOTES

Name: Some Friday That


